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I-Listening comprehension :(8mks) 

 
1-this text is mainly about :(1mk) 

-School punishement           School meals        School results 
 

 
2-The school punishement is :(1mk) 

-Detention        -exclusion       -disruption 
 

 
3-Say whether these statements are true or false:(2mks) 

-The class of GCSE commits a crime: 
 
-Students are prevented from school until the begining of exams: 
 

……………………………………………………………………… 
4-listen and pick up a strong synonym of prevent:(1mk) 

 

 
5-Choose the corresponding function:(1mk) 

 
It is a great shame that things have come to this: 

-opinion         - request             -disappointment 
 

 
6- Choose the suitable meaning:(1mk) 

-Uncontrollable:  a/ unhappy      b/    uneducated     c/unmanageble 
 

 
7-Listen and complete with details from the text:(1mk) 

They were told that they were………….from school until the………….of their 
exams. 



 

 
Language:(12mks) 

1-Fill in the blanks with words from the list.There is one extra word.(3.5mks) 
 
Seriously/ behaviour/ educated/ disruptive/ which/best /how/going 
Parents must do their……………to help deal with the problem 
  
of………………behaviour in the classroom, Ruth Kelly, the Education 
Secretary said today. Mrs kelly’s intervention was part of a government 
project,…………………will deal with the problem of unruly………….in 
schools. Mrs Kelly finally said she wanted to examine……………..parents 
could be encouraged to take their reponsibilities more…………….Parents have 
the right to have their child………….in an orderly classroom. But they also 
have a responsibility to get their child to school every day ready to learn.She 
said. 
 
2-Put the words/verbs in the right tense or form.:(3.5mks) 
 
Soon after his(graduate)…………...Peter began to look for a job in the 
newspaper . He was (excite)………..to do that sort of jobs .He sent a sting of 
letters to many offices in order to (get)………….a job. Peter’s 
(motivate)…………is obviously seen in such a profession. Later he was told 
that he was (choose)…………….thanks to his (know)………and his 
(excellent)…………….  
3-Choose the right option:(4mks) 
 
A few days ogo your mother (went-goes-gone) to the hotel for the (sake-seek-
seeken) of some calm and (relax-relaxing relaxed). Our family was so 
(greatness-great-greatly) that each member had to (know-knowing-knew)his 
rights and (duties-dutied-duty).In  (healthy-health-healthful) family each 
member play (a –the an) important role in establishing harmony and tender in 
the family atmosphere. 
 
 
 
 
 
 Good luck 
                                                                                                     



 
 


